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If you’ve ever been through a software selection project, you know just how difficult it can be—and 
how easy it is to go wrong.

If you’ve never been involved in software selection before, you’re probably struggling with the same 
questions as other IT decision makers.
 

How do you figure out what your company really needs from a new system?

How do you filter out vendor hype and compare solutions objectively?

How do you push past company politics and get your stakeholders to agree not just on 
a solution, but on the right solution?

If you’re like most IT decision makers, the answer to all of these questions involves months of 
work, complicated spreadsheets, and, potentially, a lot of aggravation. And you could still end up 
wondering whether you made the right choice.

Frustrating? Definitely. But there’s a better way: it’s called TEC Advisor.

TEC Advisor
Everything 
You Need for 
Impartial 
Software 
Selection



Everything You Need for Impartial 
Software Selection

TEC Advisor is an online software evaluation and selection application that contains detailed 
information about enterprise software solutions—collected directly from vendors and validated 
by TEC analysts. Every day, TEC Advisor helps companies like yours make rational, justifiable 
software selections more quickly and more cost-effectively than traditional methods. 

Together with TEC’s proven software selection methodology, extensive enterprise software 
research, and the knowledge of our analysts and software selection experts, TEC Advisor gives you 
everything you need to make an objective decision, so you can stay focused on what’s best for 
your business.

Easy Requirements Gathering

A successful selection hinges on you understanding what your company needs. But gathering 
business requirements can be difficult and time-consuming. TEC Advisor saves you time and 
trouble by providing a structured environment for defining and prioritizing requirements. It’s as 
easy as choosing what you need from one of TEC’s extensive lists of enterprise software features 
and functions.

Quick, Apples-to-apples Vendor Solution Comparisons

Because TEC Advisor contains up-to-date information about vendor support for thousands of 
enterprise software features and functions—the same features and functions you require to run 
your business—you can quickly compare different solutions, and find the one that’s right for you.

Powerful Analysis and Reporting Tools 

From the 30,000-foot view right down to ground level, TEC Advisor makes it easy for you to see 
how well competing solutions meet your needs. Using interactive graphs and charts, you can see 
what drives each vendor’s ranking, and you can perform sensitivity analysis to see whether the 
top-ranked vendor will stay on top as your priorities change.



Choose Solutions to Evaluate

Start by choosing the solutions you want to evaluate from TEC’s models of enterprise software. 
You can either 

Define Your Business Needs

Once you’ve picked solutions to compare, use one of TEC’s standard lists of enterprise software 
features and functions to create a “requirement set” that defines your business needs.

How TEC Advisor Works

• pick specific solutions from TEC’s 
extensive list; or

• answer a few questions about your 
requirements and have TEC Advisor 
suggest potential solutions based 
on your answers.

If you need to evaluate a solution 
that’s not currently listed, TEC can 
arrange to have the vendor fill out a 
request for information (RFI) to get 
you the information you need.

Simply indicate how important each 
feature or function is—on a scale 
ranging from “Not Important” to 
“Critical”—to create a profile of your 
ideal solution.

Later, you can add pricing information 
in order to factor costs—from 
licensing, through implementation, 
to service and support—into your 
decision.

If you have specific requirements 
that aren’t covered by one of our 
standard lists, TEC can create a custom 
requirement set for you.



Compare and Shortlist Solutions

Now that you know exactly what your company needs, you can see how each solution measures 
up and add the highest-ranking solutions to your short list.

From high-level overviews of broad feature areas to support for individual features, you can 
instantly see which solutions come closest to your ideal, which ones fall short, and why.

TEC Advisor already contains detailed 
information about the solutions you’re 
comparing, so you don’t need to spend 
time poring over spec sheets or wading 
through Web sites. And because TEC 
Advisor’s vendor information is based 
on the same feature lists that you use 
to define your requirements, you can 
be sure that you and the vendors are 
speaking the same language.



Analyze Shortlisted Solutions in Detail

• What-if scenario analysis lets you test how 
changes to your priorities affect each solution’s 
rank.

• Straightforward product comparisons give you a 
global view of how all your shortlisted solutions 
compare to one another.

• A product-differences analysis lets you set any 
solution as a baseline and see where the other 
solutions outperform it, and where they fall 
short.

TEC Advisor’s powerful analytical tools make it easy to compare your shortlisted solutions in depth, 
so you can separate the best from the rest.



Report Your Findings

TEC Advisor displays the results of your research in detailed graphs and reports that you can use 
to keep stakeholders up to date and justify your decision.

• Sensitivity analysis shows you how the rankings 
of your shortlisted solutions change as different 
features and functions become more or less 
important.

• All TEC Advisor analysis tools are graphical, easy to use, and updated in real time. And because 
your requirements list is always accessible, you can analyze solutions at any level of detail.



TEC Advisor Is Designed for Software Selection

Unlike spreadsheets and general-purpose decision support tools, TEC Advisor is optimized for software 
selection. It contains up-to-date information about hundreds of vendor solutions, in dozens of 
industries. And all of TEC’s vendor data is vetted by our analysts, and structured to allow direct, unbiased 
comparisons of competing solutions. So you can spend your time focusing on your business instead of 
chasing after the facts.

TEC Advisor Helps You Collaborate

Because it’s Web-based, TEC Advisor makes it easy for any number of stakeholders to securely access, 
share, and revise data anytime, anywhere, using nothing but a Web browser. Getting all of your 
stakeholders involved in the process helps you accurately understand your company’s requirements, 
build consensus early, and increase the chances that end users will adopt the new solution.

TEC Advisor Helps You Sidestep Office Politics

From an organizational preference for a particular vendor to personal preferences for a certain user 
interface, human bias can easily skew the results of a selection project. That’s why TEC Advisor lets you 
build “soft” factors—like your comfort level with a solution after an on-site demo, or your preference 
for a particular interface—into your decision model. By rationalizing the human side of group decision 
making, TEC Advisor helps you compensate for personal bias and zero in on the right solution.

TEC Advisor Ranks Solutions More Accurately

Most software selection tools and methods rely on weighted averages to rank solutions. But weighted 
averages can easily be skewed if a solution under- or overperforms in only a few key areas. TEC Advisor 
supplements weighted averages with the BestMatchFactor, a patented algorithm that computes not 
only how well each solution addresses your requirements, but also how consistently it matches your 
priorities, so you can clearly identify the best solution.

TEC Advisor Gives You Information You Can Take to the 
Negotiating Table

While traditional software selection methods analyze cost and performance separately, TEC Advisor 
combines them in a unique value analysis that calculates each solution’s cost for each point scored 
during the evaluation process. Not only can you see which solution is the best value, you can see 
exactly how much the other vendors need to lower their prices to be competitive—information that’s 
invaluable at the negotiating table.

Five Reasons to Use TEC Advisor for Your Next 
Software Evaluation and Selection Project
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Make TEC Advisor a Part of Your Next Selection Project

Access to TEC Advisor comes with all of TEC’s portal-based selection projects. In addition to your private 
online project workspace, you get training from TEC’s experts, who can show you how to employ our 
proven selection methodology to make the most of TEC Advisor.

Visit www.technologyevaluation.com/selection-services to find out more about TEC selection projects, 
or call our selection services team at 1-800-496-1303 ext. 404 in the US and Canada, and +1 514-954-
3665 ext. 404 outside the US and Canada.

Or Sign Up for a Free Trial Today

See for yourself how TEC Advisor can save you time and money on your next software selection project. 
Visit www.technologyevaluation.com/tec-advisor to sign up for a free trial subscription to TEC Advisor.

About TEC

Technology Evaluation Centers (TEC) helps private- and public-sector organizations choose the best 

enterprise software solutions for their unique business needs—quickly, impartially, and cost-effectively. 

TEC’s online Evaluation Centers, containing IT research and extensive software models that catalog 

vendors’ support for thousands of enterprise software features and functions, are the leading resource 

for IT decision makers around the world. By combining that information with a proven methodology, 

unique Web-based software selection platforms, and years of software selection expertise, TEC delivers 

an unmatched range of online software evaluation and selection services that bridge the gap between 

enterprise decision makers and the vendor/value-added reseller (VAR) community.

Find Out More. Contact TEC Today.


